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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

As reported by Organic Insider,  the GMO industry — which is funded, propped up and defended by

the tech and chemical industries — is now seeking to replace animal products such as beef, poultry,

dairy and >sh with synthetic biology, cultured meat, precision fermentation, cellular-based and gene

edited foods.

Companies involved in creating these kinds of fake foods even participated in this year’s Natural

Products Expo West, which has historically been reserved for all-natural and organic companies.

Alan Lewis, vice president of advocacy at Natural Grocers commented on the presence of food-tech

companies at the 2022 Expo:

“It seems that even with all the smarts and savvy in the natural products community, we

have failed to understand that we are being targeted by a coordinated global campaign to

force the adoption of synthetics in natural channels. The campaign is spawn of the

notorious GMO lobby, now emboldened and backed by technology moguls.”

The Great Reset in Action

A food goal of The Great Reset was even declared during that Expo. In his keynote presentation,

Nick McCoy of Whipstitch Capital stated that “The only way we are going to meet demand, as a

planet, is through cultured meat.” It’s an outright lie, but one that works well for those pushing The

Great Reset agenda. Key arguments for synthetic meats include:

Sustainability — Raising livestock is unsustainable as it requires large amounts of land.

Synthetic meats can be produced using a small land footprint, and it can be produced far

faster, to keep up with growing food demands

Combating climate change — It’s environmentally friendlier than raising livestock, which are a

source of methane gas

Animal welfare — It’s humane, as no animals are killed for human food

These arguments are all provably false, however, and nothing more than a Timsy veneer to cover

the truth, which is that the shift to patented foods is all about creating population control through

dependency.

The EAT Forum, cofounded by the Wellcome Trust, has developed what they call “The Planetary

Health Diet,”  designed to be applied to the global population. It entails cutting meat and dairy

intake by up to 90%, and replacing it largely with foods made in laboratories, along with cereals and

oil.

Their largest initiative is called FReSH, which aims to transform the food system by working with

biotech and fake meat companies to replace whole foods with lab-created alternatives. Once tech

giants have control of meat, dairy, cereals and oils, they will be the ones pro>ting from and

controlling the food supply, and the private companies that control the food supply will ultimately

also control countries and entire populations.

Biotech will eventually push farmers and ranchers out of the equation, thereby eliminating any hope

of food security. So, the work being done in the name of sustainability and saving the planet is

really all about shifting control over populations to private corporations.

Those corporations, in turn, are funded and/or owned by the same globalist cabal that is trying to

“reset” everything else in society. And, just as all the rest of The Great Reset agenda, the planned

changes to the food supply are to the detriment of the global population. It’ll cause lower levels of

health, more chronic disease and, ultimately, lower life spans.

Synthetic Biology Is GMO Junk Food on Steroids

As noted by Michael Hansen, Ph.D., a senior staff scientist at Consumer Reports, meat and dairy

alternatives are all really just junk food and GMOs on steroids. Nothing good can come from

transitioning away from real animal foods to manmade alternatives:

“Companies call these things ‘synthetic biology’ and ‘fermentation technology,’ but these

foods are all just GMOs. They are using terms people do not understand, so that people will

not realize these are GMO ingredients.

These are often highly processed foods, which are associated with increased calorie intake

and weight gain, according to a study  from the National Institute of Health.

And while these companies may be perceived as tech start-ups, the products they produce

are designed to Jt into an industrial food system, and society is clearly moving against this

trend and toward a more agroecological-based food system.

Additionally, they are introducing novel, genetically-engineered proteins into the food

supply that will have unknown potential impacts on the human microbiome and the

environment, and these companies are self-aKrming GRAS status with the FDA, a voluntary

process that is incredibly problematic and falls very, very short of protecting the consumer.”

Cultured Meat Does Not Spare Lives of Animals

Cultured meat,  or cell-based meat, is produced from animal tissue cells that are then grown into

larger slabs. One of its main selling points is that you can eat your beef without harming an animal.

What the PR leaves out, however, is that a key ingredient to grow the cells is fetal bovine serum

(FBS), which is made from the blood of cow fetuses. FBS is used because it’s a universal growth

medium (meaning any cell can grow in it, whereas other mediums are cell-speci>c) and contains

growth factors that prevent cell death. In 2017, Slate magazine detailed the gruesome process of

FBS extraction:

“If a cow coming for slaughter happens to be pregnant, the cow is slaughtered and bled,

and then the fetus is removed from its mother and brought into a blood collection room.

The fetus, which remains alive during the following process to ensure blood quality, has a

needle inserted into its heart. Its blood is then drained until the fetus dies, a death that

usually takes about Jve minutes. This blood is then reJned, and the resulting extract is

FBS.”

This is false advertising at its >nest. Eating cultured meat means you’re not merely eating an

animal that was killed at the end of its life, you’re eating food made from an animal that was

sacri>ced before it was even born. That’s a pretty bizarre way to promote animal welfare, if you ask

me.

The reality is they need both cows and calf fetuses to make cultured beef. According to Christiana

Musk, founder of Flourish*ink, cultured meat is “meat without slaughter."  But clearly, that is a lie,

seeing how it’s meat involving the slaughter of baby calves.

Just because you’re not eating the meat from that calf does not mean it didn’t die in order for you to

eat meat. What’s worse, the meat from that calf was thrown away and its life sacri>ced just to drain

it of its blood, which strikes me as far more barbaric and inhumane than slaughtering and eating a

full-grown cow.

Aside from general ethics considerations, cultured beef does not meet vegetarian requirements,

and one could raise religious objections as well. Jews and Christians, for example, are prohibited —

Biblically speaking — from consuming the blood of any animal, and in cultured meat, blood is a key

ingredient.

Beyond Meat Faces Class Action Lawsuit for Bogus Claims

At present, Singapore is the only country that has approved cultured meat for commercial sale but,

so far, it’s a losing venture. As reported by the Daily Mail,  FSB sells for $1,000 per liter, so cultured

meat would have to sell at $200,000 per pound to break even.

In the U.S. and elsewhere, another type of beef alternative that doesn’t cost a fortune to make has

taken the market by storm, namely plant-based meat substitutes such as Impossible Burger and

Beyond Meat. I’ve previously exposed the heavy processing and questionable ingredients that go

into these products.

Beyond Meat — the primary ingredients  of which include pea protein, canola oil and rice protein —

is now facing a class action lawsuit that alleges the company has been misrepresenting the protein

content and/or quality, and the overall nutritional bene>t, of nine different products. As reported by

ClassAction.org:

“According to the proposed class action, a number of claims made by the company

concerning both protein and nutritional beneJts are ‘false and misleading.’

SpeciJcally, the 46-page complaint out of Illinois alleges that the plant-based meat

substitute company ‘miscalculates and overstates’ its products’ protein content and protein

quality.

The suit also alleges Beyond Meat misleads consumers into believing that its products

provide equivalent nutritional beneJts to those afforded by traditional meat-based foods ...

The case claims that industry-standard testing done by the six plaintiffs revealed that many

Beyond Meat items contained less protein than indicated on their respective product labels

... Even worse, the suit says, the daily value percentage of protein in each of the items is ‘a

small fraction’ of what Beyond Meat claims ...

‘For example, Defendant’s Beyond Beef Plant-Based Ground 16oz Patties, which is labeled

as ‘20G Per Serving’ and ‘40% DV’ for protein, actually contains 19G Per Serving by nitrogen

testing, and 7% DV for protein. This represents an underJll of 5% for protein content and an

underJll of 33% for %DV for protein.’”

Beware Unhealthy Fats

Aside from the fact that you don’t get the amount of protein you think you’re getting from Beyond

Meat, a far greater concern has to do with the fats it contains — canola oil. There is no animal fat in

these plant-based meat substitutes. Instead, you’re getting industrial seed oil, which is the worst fat

possible.

High amounts can cause severe problems, as it acts as a metabolic poison that stays put in your

cells for up to seven years. I’m convinced excessive LA in the modern diet is a key contributor to all

chronic diseases.

To be clear, LA is the one fat you absolutely want to minimize in your diet. Anything above 10 grams

a day is likely to cause ill health. To learn more about the harmful mechanisms of LA, see “How

Linoleic Acid Wrecks Your Health.” In my view, replacing real animal foods with fake substitutes,

regardless of how they’re made, is one of the worst ideas in human history.

Simply put, there are no bene>ts — not for the environment, human nutrition or animal welfare —

only hazards and false claims. So, if you value your health, you would do well to stay clear of animal

food substitutes, be they beef, poultry, >sh or dairy substitutes.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,652 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Control the food - control the people. This is not a new concept, the fact that this abomination is named 'The Fourth Industrial Revolution'

should give people a hint. In the Industrial Revolution vast populations were herded into the cities via the application of various

'Enclosure' Acts, which did away with the centuries old rights of forage for those who had animals but no land. Not only were country

people sent to the stinking cities to work but they were also deprived of their varied, homegrown, nutritious diet. Thus sprung up a whole

industry of pie and 'slop' shops, wherein the captive workforce were obliged to purchase dubious 'meat' and drink. This seems to me to be

the same old story - Those who do not learn history are doomed to repeat it.’
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suecross, thank you for your insight! As one blogger on this forum wrote years ago, "there is something sinister about the idea of

patented foods". Smart and well said!
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Brings to mind a long favorite quote from Jack LaLanne "if man makes it, I don't eat it"......
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5 stars! An excellent reply! I replied (see below)
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When did we >rst hear the words - "He who controls the food controls the people?" - they Toated that out there years ago - but who

was listening?  I genuinely thank Dr. M for keeping our ability to comment - I don't think the gen pop understands the foundation

this site was built on. ROCK. It never changes - it grows, but it doesn't change because truth doesn't change. Unlike Fauci and the

who stupid narrative we have to coexist in now ... boo!
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Yes, I think that is what annoys me most in all this - the stupidity of the narrative, the arrant nonsense of it all and the way in which

we are being led, not by the so called 'elite', who created it but by those poor boobies who enable it: the 40-ish guy I saw Saturday,

not only masked up in the supermarket but carrying a personal bottle of antibacterial wash, which he sprayed on his hands with

every purchase he put in his trolley. Two years ago he would have been diagnosed as having OCD and been treated for it, now he is

the poster boy for NWO 'useless eater' par excellence.

He and his ilk are responsible for the poor, mentally scared babies and kids, the suicides, the injured and maimed, the deaths in the

care homes, the depression, the arguments and family rifts and friend breakups, the dead and dying - all lie at the door of the

enablers. This only stops, when we say no. I haven't seen my 89 year old mother for 2 years, I'd planned to be there with her now

but the trashy rag of the newspaper she buys for the crossword, has a front-page building up covid xyz variant (I can't even be

bothered to >nd out what it's called - it's just garbage).

So now she's scared to see me. If I were to go, my husband and I would not be allowed in the house, we would have to talk to her

through the letter box - my mother is an educated woman but this is craziness beyond anything one could have imagined this time

two years ago. She said and I quote: 'come later in the year when this is all over...it can't go on for ever....' I felt like I should tell her

that 'Yes it can because your irrational fears fanned by NWO propaganda are the problem'.
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Sad. I don’t want fake meat anymore than I want a fake president or pope. Unfortunately we have all three.
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Fake meat is more harmful than the other two. You can just ignore them and not participate in their shenanigans.
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Brianallen, considering whose money is behind fake meat, I wouldn't be so sure that the President is not behind the fake meat

movement.
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Didn't he boast that he's been a civil SERPENT for 120 years?
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I eat game meat because it is real food as nature intended. Something the human body evolved with over time. Much more mineral rich

than domesticated meats. I suspect the fats are also better. (?) Maybe not as much fat, but getting the nutrition you need. It does take

physical labor to get game meat from >eld-to-table, but that is prob also a natural and healthy process... doing physical labor. It is very

different than doing your "hunting" in the supermarket. You know exactly where your meat comes from and how it was handled and

processed. You also have a pretty good idea of what it ate. Hunting requires skill. There may be a lot of hunting (and bragging) done in a

tavern, but it does not bring the meat home.

First, you have to go where the game is... be able to make your shot--then, if you have done the previous items very well, it is simply a

matter of choosing which animal from the herd that you want. Knowing where to go, how to conceal yourself and marksmanship. -But

that is only the beginning. Once you have your animal, you have to know how to gut and skin it and be able to pack it out. (When we were

younger, it took 2 people with a wheel barrow and pony harness on the front of it when we could not rely on horses. The person in front

would pull and the person in the rear steady the load.

At times, we also used an elk sled and chain saw winch.) Then, hanging the meat to age it until it gets "tacky" and knowing when the meat

is ready to cut-and-wrap. Deciding how to cut the carcass each time and not wasting the organ meats. If you do not freeze all the meat,

you will need to be canning, brining and smoking various recipes. If you have done all of this, you prob also know how to cook it and likely

have some ingredients to add to the cooking process or menu, such as a berry wine or wild mushrooms. In a bountiful year, sharing with

others. How nice that hunting season comes just before Christmas and you may have homemade sausage to gift.
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-continued- When you hunt, you are reminded of your reliance on nature and the need for balance and harmony. You realize that

man is also part of the cycle of nature and you are responsible for the wildlife. Hopefully, taking what you need and no more.

Asking that you say a prayer of gratitude after a good hunt and be grateful for sustenance.
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Almond, your writing today -- and often -- puts me into a reverie, gives me insight into an earth-bound, honest way of life. It evokes

remembrances of the book Little House In The Big Woods, and a chapter of the book Animal, Vegetable, Miracle called "You Can't

Run Away On Harvest Day", and some of the best books of Gary Paulsen, such as Dogsong and Woodsong. Thank you so very

much for sharing your superb way of life with us.
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Almond, that is certainly a large amount of effort and work, but well worth it. Great satisfaction and self ful>lling, too. Today's

supermarkets no longer even have real butchers. Only meat trimmers/packagers. It makes all the difference to know where your

food originates from start to >nish. For those who do not hunt, you had better know your rancher and farmer. I am eagerly awaiting

our beef delivery this week. Half the price of commercial processed meat and grass fed and >nished. No feed lot. I know

everything about the meat but the cow's name and I can probably >nd that out, too.
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I grew up eating game elk. I love it. Farmed elk doesn't taste anywhere as good. Same with wild caught rainbow trout, the farmed

stuff has no Tavor.
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Jeanette, it is inaccurate to classify >sh as farmed. More like sewage raised.
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Yes! If you have not read one of Joel Salatin's books, especially "Folks, This Ain't Normal" then I would highly suggest that. The guy

at our cabin next to us is an avid bear hunter. He got his bear and invited us over to see it skinned. FASCINATING! It is a ton of

work, takes physical labor and is a little bit techy. Husband hunts water fowl. I wish, oh how I wish, I liked wild game. But I can't

stomach it. I suppose if I were really starving I would have to eat it and maybe acquire a taste for it. As Carol Ingalls said in the

famous series, "Hunger is the best sauce."
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Game meat tastes like what it eats. If it lives on sage brush or certain other weeds, it may be tough or have an undesirable Tavor.

Much is also involved in the handling of meat. Some of the best elk we ever had was shot at sunup and almost started to freeze by

the time we got back to our trucks with the horses. The nice thing was that gutting and skinning was considered men's work. Even

in below zero weather, many of the men would strip off their shirts so as not to get overly bloody and go to work gutting a big

animal. They worked hard enough to get warm and made relatively fast work of it. People used to be a lot tougher, but also ate

more nutrient-dense foods.

Sadly, many of the nutritious foods have become very expensive--used to be low-cost. We could not afford to eat so well if we did

not garden and do a lot of our own work. Reminds me--I must thaw a big chunk of meat for the crock pot for supper. Will simmer it

in homemade wine with the last of our big onions for supper. (Smaller onions are keeping much better.) We also have garlic scapes

as a vegetable. Supper last night was pizza with wild mushrooms, onion and green pepper from our garden, homemade cheese

and sauce on the storebought splurge of a cauliTower crust. Lee and all... I highly recommend the book, FOLKS, THIS AIN'T

NORMAL.
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My big brother (who passed in 2012 from DOW Chemical's Agent Orange (Vietnam, 1967-1968) would hunt with his black powder

riTed 58 caliber Civil War musket. Mike brought home all of the families game. BTW, you might enjoy watching Jon Townsend on

youtube. (18th century cooking and re-enacting)
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The Lies Behind Lab-Cultured Fake Meat
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

The GMO industry — which is funded, propped up and defended by the tech and

chemical industries — is now seeking to replace beef, poultry, dairy and >sh with

synthetic biology, cultured meat, precision fermentation, cellular-based and gene

edited foods

)

Transitioning to cultured meat, made from animal cells grown in a petri dish, is a

Great Reset goal for the global food industry. The aim is to control populations by

creating dependence on private companies that control the food supply

)

The EAT Forum, cofounded by the Wellcome Trust, has developed what they call “The Planetary Health Diet,” designed to be applied to the

global population. It entails cutting meat and dairy intake by up to 90%, and replacing it largely with foods made in laboratories, along with

cereals and oil

)

Cultured meat (cell-based meat) is produced from animal tissue cells that are grown in fetal bovine serum (FBS) made from the blood of

cow fetuses. So, cultured beef relies on the slaughter of both cows and unborn calves, which are drained of their blood while still alive

)

Plant-based meat alternatives contain no animal fats, only industrial seed oils that are loaded with linoleic acid (LA). Excessive

consumption of LA in the modern diet is already one of the key drivers of chronic disease, and plant-based meat substitutes will only

worsen the situation

)
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ragus
Joined On 12/25/2008 4:07:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for highlighting the importance of eating food from nature, and that it's a resource which we can enjoy more or less for

free. I like to >sh and speci>cally go for Gar>sh since they are easy to catch and taste great. Game hunting is a pretty involved

operation, whereas most people can easier picture themselves >shing, and most already have. So I heartily recommend to load up

your >shing rod, and get out to the ocean, river or lake--the >sh are waiting for you. Also, >shing equipment at a reasonable quality

has gotten pretty cheap, so one less hurdle there.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/21/2022 12:11:49 PM
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One lie begets more lies to cover up the >rst lie : lies about livestock rearing, climate change and animal welfare’ do not amount to truth.

Our heath depends on fresh plant food grown in mineral rich, regenerated soil as well as what nature provides from land and sea, not on

concoctions cooked up in laboratories by psychopaths. The real meaning of animal welfare’ is a mine>eld of moral and emotional conTict

which has been exploited to the full by fantasists and anorexic children being used as Tag bearers. No normal person wants animals to

suffer, but we evolved as part of the natural cycle where survival depends on animal as well as plant nutrition.

No use asking a lion if he wouldn’t prefer nuts and seeds for dinner, or a spider to please stop eating Ties as it’s cruel to the Ties. The

least we can do for creatures we intend to eat is to allow as natural a life as possible: - grazing on cover crops, providing manure for

fertilizer and trampling on land preserving symbiotic relationships between bacteria, minerals, fungi and others - in much the same way

as the human microbiome depends on bene>cial organisms in balance. The real inhumanity is depriving creatures of their natural

habitats and diets for pro>t in factory or >sh farms, injecting them with antibiotics and growth hormones while suffusing the planet with

glyphosate and chemtrails.

As for the new climate change religion, involving our supposed “carbon footprint”, a simple check on the NASA website reveals the size

of the earth in relation to the sun: you don’t need a degree in astrophysics to see the more likely inTuence on the earth’s climate and

weather. That does not preclude the same psychopaths from attempting their Chemical Geoengineering of the Troposphere.

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26270671  solarsystem.nasa.gov/.../in-depth

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/21/2022 4:11:01 AM
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

....and is it not the case that the methane “problem” is down to cattle that are not naturally grass fed?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/21/2022 6:02:26 AM
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wouldn't it be lovely, if a little more dangerous (physically) if vast herds of herbivores and their predators (us included) roamed the

planet...owned by no one, available to all, fertilising the soils as they did in the past....I'm sure, that with a will and some of our less

destructive technologies, we could work out a way of living on earth symbiotically instead of greedily and destructively as we

appear to have done to date...We have so much to learn about attitude towards nature and where we >t in.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/21/2022 8:19:21 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well said Cabochon! Also, I attended a science fair in which astronauts were present and talking with the visitors. They are people

just like you and me, and very friendly. But as soon as I mentioned geoengineering and that this needs to come to an end, these

NASA astronauts balked. Remember,NASA has admitted that chemtrailing exists. Apparently,judging from their quietly up-in-arms

reaction to stopping or speaking out about it, there are a lot of inside politics to keep it going. How sick is that? All we can do is to

continue to show footage and wake people up.

If UC Berkeley's lab, NASA, governments and others have spoken out about chemtrailing, then it CAN"T Be conspiracy theory. The

>lm I like to show people is the one featuring the person the mainstream believes in (I no longer do), Al Gore, interviewed by Ellen

Degeneres. That can get people to think about it. This >lm also features the mad scientist David Keith, geoengineering sociopath

famed for having said "it is not a sin, it is more like visiting this on our grandchildren".

What a sick man! Yet, being a Harvard scientist, people will lend him credibility.Whatever it takes to wake people up....here is the

footage. www.youtube.com/watch  Last but not least, after watching this >lm and hearing what David Keith had tos say,I have

come to believe that the chemtrailing is all about causing droughts (again, see the >lm) to bene>t the drought/aluminum tolerant

GMO seed business. Consider: Fire/Drought-stricken California grows 1/3 of the USA's produce. 2+2?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/21/2022 8:23:10 AM
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rockturner
Joined On 1/26/2010 11:00:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent Commentary, as I chuckled with your description of the anorexic fantasists and the Climate Change Religion, that we are

inundated with by our Taxpayer ($1.6 Billion +) funded National Broadcaster here in Canada! It is healthier for our planet that the

Global Grassland Inventory be grazed by self-propelled Ruminants where possible, because if it's not eaten, it lays fallow rotting

and emitting Co2 and Methane! Hello Grassland Wild>res, like in Australia, California and tragically Colorado this past January.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/21/2022 10:03:38 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rockturner, have you noticed that many (not all) of the >res are either on woodland areas, or vineyards, or agricultural areas? There

seems to be a frequent pattern with that. Again it is not always the case. But I do have to wonder if Monsanto is involved. Again, it

would seem to me that they want their drought/aluminum tolerant seeds everywhere. COuld there be a motive in this? Once, when

driving through Oregon I could not believe my eyes when I saw a teepee-shaped set of sticks smoking away, completely

abandoned, on top of a levy where there was tall dry grass framed by evergreen trees, and only one house in sight. A tiny

abandoned tractor alongside, and the only way to access that roadless levy. CLearly this was arson, it could not have been

anything else. I had to wonder about this and the socalled "Wild" >res. Maybe they are not all so "wild" after all. If they really were

caused by global warming, then there would be >res world wide. We must use our critically thinking brain.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/21/2022 10:37:47 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Cabochon, you may want to add this recent NASA FAQ's article on the difference between CMEs and Solar Flares to your library.

The third photo (not a video) down the page shows the comparative size of planet Earth to the Sun's surface: "Month: June 2022

Solar Flares FAQs" - - blogs.nasa.gov/.../06

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/21/2022 1:14:18 PM
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Eating less meat to reduce cows passing wind, rejecting oil and gas will not reduce climate change much, Glastian. Re food and

fuel price rises, arti>cial wars involving large grain production - the targets of the globalists reTect, oddly enough, their political

agenda. Climate change for millennia was driven by solar winds, sun spots and powerful magnetic >elds. That huge ball >re called

the sun controls tiny planet earth because earth is part of the solar system - who knew? Check out paintings of the frozen Thames

and place names that reTect vineyards in central London. Dear old cuddly polar bears that we are ’exterminating’ by our sel>sh

ways have survived temperature changes.

Water vapour is a greenhouse gas - the oceans are vast reservoirs of CO2. If the troposphere did not trap heat, our planet would

uninhabitable. Yet another political agenda masquerades as our saviour. The only thing we need saving from are private jet Tying,

wagyu beef eating, Wastemonster partying political hypocrites who do not follow their own mandates because they know they are

pure hokum. Enough already! Susie - we differ from other animals by having consciousness and a sense of morality, but we need to

ACCEPT we are part of nature and not master of it. Al Gore, Mirandola, forgot to mention - it is global temperature that likely

controls CO2 - not the other way round.

Love how you join the dots between “natural” disasters and the political climate! Critical thinking is not on the agenda - school

closures, propaganda, group psychosis, Tuoridation of water, dumming down of education. Religion, rockturner, is merely a set of

enforced beliefs. I am a heretic and yes, I do think the Greta Thunberg type parents should have been investigated for child

neglect. Thanks for relevant update, rrealrose. I rest my case! https://youtu.be/nTq8-hnDeyk .

climatechangedispatch.com/met-otce-caught-lying-about-britains-hotte..
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Glastian
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Hi Cabochon. I’m not advocating eating less meat, just feeding cattle naturally, or have I got the wrong end of the stick here? Fully

agree with your views re the sun on so-called climate change though; would just add my tuppence worth of thoughts on another

angle. Is the Earth’s orbit always a perfect circle? If not, there may be very slight variation in temperature due to the distance

between us and the sun not being consistent? Just the simple thoughts of a layman, but fully on board with the condemnation of

the evil-doing fearmongers of our present times.
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This is the same crew that caused the fertility problems with the soil in the >rst place. The use of chemical inputs has grossly reduce the

carbon as humus in the soil that is related to polluted water, Tash Tooding and increasing droughts, Bigger storm surges and increase

ocean levels. The carbon that was in the soil is now in the atmosphere and the ocean causing a problem there that is almost a bad as its

lack in the soil. Also too many trees have suffered from chain saw blight and thus a disruption to the Earth's water cycle.  for sth science

on this issue listen to Walter Jehne.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have no problem with cutting a tree down, but a person has a legal and moral obligation to replant after logging. We have enough

laws on the books, but not enough level ground in enforcing those laws for everyone.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/21/2022 2:03:56 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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in Dr Stephanie Seneff's book Toxic Legacy,she writes that even non-GMO grains and legumes are sprayed with glyphosate, to

dessicate them prior to harvest. So the non-GMO label does not protect us from that kind of exposure. She also writes about 1

billion----yes, you read that correctly, billion----bees dying in one winter alone, because the almond orchards were sprayed with

glyphosate. Buy all organic, save the planet and our own health.
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At our cabin there are a million trees, if not more. I am not kidding. The best part about living on wooded acreage is there is no

shortage of wood for our wood burning stove. As a matter of fact, my husband is putting a wood burning stove at our main home

as an insurance policy in case gas is not reliable. If gas gave out at our home I would have to learn a whole new way to cook:) Re:

beekeeping. You are right on about that. As a beekeeper, I have not been able to overwinter my bees in years. The environment is

too toxic to bees and they go into winter weakened by all the chemicals everywhere. So your bees die and come spring you have to

buy new packages to >ll your hives at $165 a pop. 2 years ago I repopulated 3 hives @ $165 a hive. Very little honey and a hive full

of dead moldy bees the following spring. It is just a money pit! So from now on I am going to focus on catching or luring swarms.
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Those ewuents also cause the deadly red tides. We are killing the oceans too!!!
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My friends own a farm and for the >rst time they have been noti>ed by the local Council that they have to put a Development Application

in for approval if they want to keep a herd of beef cattle on their property. They were very alarmed at this and see it as "the thin edge of

the wedge." Whereas in New Zealand, farmers are (I think) the >rst in the world to have to report on how many cattle they are keeping so a

carbon calculation use can be made. Governments will probably not make it compulsory to tell the public they are buying "Frankenmeat'

just like producers don't have to declare grains/vegetables etc as GMO so "buyer beware".
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There is a political movement among Montana ranchers calling for strict guidelines on beef labeled "Product of Montana". They

work hard to produce a quality product and want the public to know what they are getting. Consumers should know where meat is

raised, not only where it is packaged. A lot of meat is now coming in from various parts of Africa, Asia and other countries.
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"Almond", a similar program was initiated 8 years ago to protect genuine NM chile crops.

cbs4local.com/news/local/hatch-green-chile-now-protected-by-certi>cat..
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Many will have to learn to say NO!...there are far more possible No sayers than there are eugenicist or great resetters
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I was on an out of town trip and spoke with farmers who were staying in the same hotel. They said that the government "Is doing

all they can to squeeze the farmers". I urged them to keep right on farming.
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Carbon is not the marker that should be used, methane is far more environmentally damaging...typically most govts have it

backwards. And feeding cattle small amounts of seaweed can drastically reduce cow's methane (farts) emissions, as initially

found out by Dutch farmers. You used to be able to >nd this information easily, online.
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Cattle produce very little methane grazing on natural unsprayed pasture. It is the GMO corn and other GMOs fed to them that

damages their system which then expels large amounts of methane.
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It is not just meat anymore. A trip to the supermarket has become a game of chance and Russian Roulette. It is best if you can

know about the company you are buying from--what their "organic" labeling really means. There is so little commercial food >t for

human consumption anymore. Many people are just plain dumb. I am thinking about some older women who like to have their

elegant coffee klatches (or teas) and impress all their friends and neighbors (who have nothing better to do) with the latest fashion

addition to their wardrobes or their latest home remodeling and new furniture purchases.

Fancy serving dishes and mostly cakes, cookies and candies of the lowest quality. They will brag about their cooking and how

everyone says what a wonderful cook and hostess they are. This is the consumer mentality that the most weak-minded among us

have accepted. My housekeeping may suffer horrendously to so many demands on my time, but there are no picky eaters at our

house. You may not >nd a lot of crap food when we entertain, but teenagers, especially, are quiet because they are busy eating

game meat and foods their families cannot afford.

I like dishwasher-safe dishes. Some of my favorite serving pieces (because they are so practical) are even chipped. When plates

are piled high with good food, no one sees such things. Gotta wonder what has happened to people's value system. And, have their

taste buds atrophied? I can guarantee you, in spite of what people say about game meat being "smelly", that is never the case at

our house.

Supper is a venison rump roast au poivre (simmered in blackberry-raspberry wine) with cilantro chutney or homemade catsup,

sauteed garlic scapes, rice tossed in the empty scape pan to season, rhubarb and no sugar added red plum juice. I just came in

form picking a quart of cleaned mushrooms (soaking in salt water), more garlic scapes and rhubarb. Prob need to pick radishes

when I have time tomorrow, too. We try to minimize storebought. Possible
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-continued- There has been a major and troubling shift in our value system. I recently acquired an awesome cookbook published in

1930--back before a lot of processed and convenience foods. Maybe some were avail, but they were not within the budget of many

working people who relied on their farms and gardens. Back then, there was an emphasis on nutrition, esp. for raising healthy

children and caring for invalids. It seems many of these activities have been farmed out to others rather than responsibilities

within the family. It may have been hard--and that was a common excuse for sending elders to "the county home" decades later.

It seems I hear the excuse "It's too hard" too often today. Somewhere along the line, there was a loss of respect for women's work,

too. The housewife got looked down upon as not having adequate skills to keep a well-paying job outside the home. Making

money began to take priority over the family. We started seeing latch key children, an increase in crime, poor health and all kinds of

problems. Since covid, many people are reevaluating their budgets and priorities. In many cases, there is no savings in a 2-income

family--esp. when it takes money to purchase what used to be made or done at home. It can be a very strong economic system

when one spouse earns the money and the other saves it.

There is also the sanity factor of having one spouse available to pick up sick children at school, cook meals from scratch and just

generally reduce the stress level of a frantic household. We need to understand that women are being asked to do a lot and they

cannot do it all--bless those who must try. Something gets neglected. A child needs a parent more than day care. I don't care which

parent or whether they share responsibilities and schedules, but they cannot both be absent from a child's life, feed convenience

foods and drop them in day care.
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They must think we are stupid. If you buy fake meat, pay with Monopoly money.
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"If you buy fake meat, pay with Monopoly money." That's awesome. davidle. Thank you for my morning chuckle.
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Of course the Wellcome Trust is one of the entities behind this. They made amyl nitrate poppers, one of the causes of AIDS. They made

AZT, one of the drugs to "treat" it that killed a lot of people.
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Chemistry gone wild! AZT was shelved in 1964, as it was too toxic even for cancer treatments for which it was developed. Go

>gure the 4ft something gnome who re-purposed it to kill approx 330,000 Americans duping them into believing it helpful. Sadly,

this story continues unabated, with different chemical formulas yet the same players, over and over again.
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I don't believe the article speci>es the actual problem. The problem is an incorporated >nancial system which supports arbitrary use of

products, regardless of subsequent damage to environment. Declining health conditions are clearly tied to declining environmental

conditions. This is not rocket science... ALL corporate Charters, syndications, and business franchise should be abolished. “Only when

the last tree has died,the last river been poisoned,and the last >sh been caught, will we realize we cannot eat money.” > > > - Cree Indian

proverb -
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The feminist animal-huggers can't have it both ways. If they believe terminating a pregnancy (even after birth) is not murder / killing,

because of their imperialist authorityless dictatorial decree, that the fetus is not "life"... then "extracting" a calf from a cow's womb is not

"slaughter" and "no animal died" if the fetus is not "alive". ancientheritagefoundation.com
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"So, cultured beef relies on the slaughter of both cows and unborn calves, which are drained of their blood while still alive." Well, of

course, it does. How typically appropriate coming from people who pretend to care about the environment, animals, and humanity itself.

People willing to support abortion on demand with people are going to have no heartburn deploying that on animals, which seems a far

worse tactic than how the beef industry currently operates. The moral hypocrisy alone should bring this enterprise to a halt, but having

seen so many of our fellow citizens declare themselves ready to be camp guards during Covid, we're past any hangups about morality.

It's amazing that society reached this point without this self-anointed group of busybodies dictating our every move. Or they were doing it

anyway but being less obvious about it and perhaps with less global buy-in. In a conspiratorial sense, the war in Ukraine - which for some

reason is fading from breathless coverage status - makes sense. Putin was among the few world leaders not willing to bow down to

Klaus and the others. That couldn't be allowed to stand.

So a guy with ambitions of an imperial Russia is given enough reason to act on that. There is a reason why Burger King's fake meat

Whopper failed. It's the same reason why vegetarian and vegan products are so often dressed up to resemble meat. The fundamental

nature of humans can't be changed because some rich guys meeting in closed rooms want to change it. People are omnivores. NOT

eating meat by choice is the exception among humanity, not the rule. And even then, those who eschew meat do so voluntarily. This effort

is little more than surreptitious coercion.
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My son is vegetarian. A few months ago, he discovered this fake bacon product. It sort of looks like bacon and smells good. I

wouldn't dare eat it, but he really likes it. For Thanksgiving/Christmas, we have a turkey. My husband will make a vegetarian gravy

for my son, and those who want it, that is made with a vegetarian sausage. I never eat it.
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Patented foods, Global Monopoly's and Parasitic Parasite$ by their illusions of Grandeur strong arm inserting absurd legal mechanicians

to claiming patents for Owning Gene's. Search out Vandana Shiva's many sources shining a spotlight how this is being used In India,

throughout the world to destroy what is left of those communities who have anything close to a real connection to nature & the sources

of real food, Creation. When no one is left with any clue how to live outside a concrete, steel & glass cavern fed Oliver Twist plastic

porridge leaves nothing to stand on for true Independence. Naked Power & Control claiming sustainability and saving the planet is look at

this, so you don't see that, Rockefeller Snake Oil salesmanship at its >nest.

Tell you they're selling you one thing when they are delivering the complete opposite. So much for vegetarian ideals, animals tortured and

killed before birth. The other bonus for Predator$ you’re getting the GMO glyphosate soaked, environmentally destructive industrial seed

oil, just as Insane as the Impossible Burgers. None of any of the real destructive social, environmental, health issues actually get

addressed & the 99% are left in a food desert, while the Predator$ shout from every corner they control how they are the saviors of the

planet & mankind.

Don't believe them? Just ask them they'll tell you. Also, keep in mind for all the sticks and stones thrown at the Chinese people about wet

markets, the grand designs of the Predator$ is also said to include using mealworms, grubs, & whatnot as food sources. Serious had a

clip about this, but it has been scrubbed by the Tech Police. Just like feeding cows ground up the carcasses of sick animals under the

notion a calorie is a calorie, protein is protein no matter what the source, we take the cows place & the Predator$ keep all the negatives

creating a dead planet. Local, local, local keeping it real. We used to do it so we know it can be done.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Think you are not making a difference, take heart, every negative has a positive, because of the Gates/Fuaci Fraud, consider all the

new people exposed and who now realize how much Bull Spit there is and how it is peddled. Things like this are now more apt to

be pushed back on than before as the destructive nonsense it is.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As one blogger posted on this forum years ago, "there is something very sinister about the notion of patented foods". Smart

person!
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lilitu_adamah
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:06:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fake science. Fake food. Fake news. Fake intelligence. Fake reality. Is this a... fake universe ? :)) Made by... who ? What the F*CK-e is next

?!! :]]
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cue music, Cue Mr. Serling smoking a cigarette, roll camera..... "You're traveling through another dimension -- a dimension not only

of sight and sound but of mind. A journey into a land whose boundaries are that of imagination and sometimes bad dreams. There

dwells a >fth dimension beyond that which is known to man, and limited by imagination. It is a dimension as vast as space and as

timeless as in>nity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, between science and superstition, and it lies between the pit

of man's fears and the summit of his knowledge.

It is an area which we call "The Twilight Zone". --- Rod Serling always hit the nail right on the head. Yes, the human race has now

crossed over, to that land where lies are truth, war is peace, shadow has taken form, and where the beauty of nature is to be

despised.... It is where we are told the monsters are always due on Maple Street. We are indeed in the Twilight Zone, and although

the sign post tells us where we are - the other side of the sign says "One way - No Exit".
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What's next? Fake truth.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To continue what I started which is now below: Reeds and other plants can remove toxins , bacteria and other nasties from water...all it

needs for implementation is the will and the work. There is apparently the knowledge of how to create free electricity, though that should

>rst be thoroughly investigated for harmful EMF's. Factories producing armaments could be altered slightly to produce needed items as

opposed to destructive ones (they managed to do just that in the second world war, literally over night changing what those factories

made). All that needs is a few engineering think tanks and creative thinkers working together.

Localised fruit and vegetable production raised in a biodynamic, proven productive method would cut down long distance transport costs,

besides reducing Carbon Monoxide (exhaust fumes). Plants need and thrive on Carbon Dioxide! People getting together and talking about

solutions at local and international levels and using our wonderful internet communications could help put things into perspective at both

the local and international levels. Pollutive industries would die a natural death were such a system to exist and there would not be

unemployment, because if there is and communication and co-operation were at play, there is always work needs be done for which

talents exist.

Payment would be in whichever manner is most appropriate for the persons circumstances. We have apparently put men on the moon,

invented the most amazing technologies, learned to Ty in heavy metal objects, done lots of good and bad. What is to stop us imagining

and implementing a way forwards that is based on compassion, co-operation and well being for us all, including the 'elite' and

multi-millionaires...Lets just leave out the fear, destruction, greed, war and hatred.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The massive drive behind being in control of everything on earth...which animals are bred, genetically engineering them to suit the driving

mentalities, doing the same to all plant life, and now to people also, reeks of dreadful personality disorders, psychopathy of various kinds,

obsessive compulsion, fear of loss of control, arrogance, god complexes. Do we really want to believe and follow these poor demented

(though very clever at manipulating) people and their sad adventuring into dystopia, their wanting to turn us into obedient semi-robotic

creatures? A lovelier life could be obtained by putting our thoughts and energies into gentler, more nature (which has done pretty well to

date ) based solutions about which so many, sadly mostly silenced people have expertise. People who are willing and able to show how

the solutions they have can work for every ones well being, solutions not pro>t motivated, but ethically motivated...continued above
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Mihaela4
Joined On 2/20/2022 6:37:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And yes we can stop this by not buying this fake food that make as sick (cancer) ,I’m hoping more people will understand but when i see

peoples still wearing a mask walking on the streets or in the cars I’m thinking do they have some working brain
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those people are all running malware after their jabs. They’ve desecrated their temples (bodies), and are probably lost causes.

This video should get the point across. Do not watch in front of children as the content isn’t PG.

www.bitchute.com/.../9LKv7QdHGcFJ  Title of video is called Pharmakeia and shows a demonically possessed woman. This

woman says that the “vaccines” /Pharmakeia are really black magic at the 4:15 mark. I’ve been pointing this same thing out via

God’s Word: have a look and the light of a candle shall shine no more at all in thee; and the voice of the bridegroom and of the bride

shall be heard no more at all in thee: for thy merchants were the great men of the earth; for by thy sorceries were all nations

deceived. Revelation 18:23 The word “sorceries” in the above verse is from the original Greek word Pharmakeia which means - to

poison;sorcery;witchcraft You can look up the meaning for yourself. It’s Strong’s concordance (G5331) - Pharmakeia
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Lizschneider53
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:24:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They can take their fake meat and shove it up their fake azz!!
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Pixielou
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:19:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates is wringing his hands in glee over this - his goal is to control the food supply and he is well on his way.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That bag ot turds bought a MASSIVE amount of farm land. You think HE'S going to eat frankenfood? Hahahahaha don't be a sap!

 That "Mr. environment" fraud has a HUGE and I mean HUGE yacht/ship on Lake Washington! You think that ship is clean and

green? Hahahahahaha!!  Gates is a FRAUD a liar and a Tim Tam man he always has been - he cheated his business partner Paul

Allen - He cheats, he lies and he steals, and probably eats his own boogers (sorry I couldn't, resist the last one - Caddy Shack

Toated into my head) . He's also a eugenicist, just like his dear old daddy.
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MyLucky10
Joined On 1/7/2010 9:49:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am appalled snd shocked that our federal government, the food and drug administration, the ones who are supposed to look out for the

health and wellness of their citizens are allowing the bastardization of our food source. They somehow think with recalls and mass

deposits of food items into underground cities are going to give them an edge on survival while killing off the masses. They are

delusional. Their system is not sustainable for them and the populous is not as stupid as they hoped. One small movement of a tectonic

plate and their utopia will become their demise.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Watch Mike Judges "DOCUMENTARY" Idiocracy - all will be made clear.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I went to Japan 50 years ago, the people were so short, 5' tall.... I went to Japan just 3 years ago and there are kids who have grown to 6'

tall or more, many of them.... the reason? They did eat only >sh, no meat at all, but today there is meat. Same goes for Mexico, where they

ate mostly corn products, and were 5' at best, but with meat in the larger and more prosperous cities - they are growing tall. And then

there is Mongolia, where everyone has always been tall.... and they eat mostly meat.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The GMO industry is hell bent on killing us all, or at least making us so sick that death would be a blessing.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NO JUST NO .... I'd rather go back to being a vegetarian than fall down Gate's magical meat hole. Boy, to reside at the top of the elite

pyramid and make decisions for the civilian wretched population - they must really look at us as something that needs to be culled and

whittled down to something manageable. I've been standing in line with a cop from CA, (the whole pilot >asco is causing some crazy lines

here!!!) - but, she was amazing - she talked about Super Size Me 2 and the chicken industry (I think we know about the chicken industry) -

but what I didn't realize was the desensitization you get when dealing with such a huge amount of farm animals, esp.

factory farming. Yuck. Hence kicking the chickens, stringing up cows - we've got no regard for life - thinking about it - isn't this pretty

much how we're viewed by the uppers? EARTHINGS - a hard watch on YouTube - but very eye opening. Those who torture animals need to

be tortured. Just sayin. With that said, NO JUST NO on the meat thing. I already won't buy salmon because of what they've done (I just try

and make sure it's wild caught - but who really knows anything?) ...

and no tilapia ... I mean, our options will keep being whittled down and either we eat it or don't - but I will tell you this - other countries do

NOT want anything to do with American food. Or at least there are warning labels on the crap they do have on their shelves. I think the

EAU is the strictest against GMOs and American food - so I wonder if they'll bend to Gates and his little impossible industry. Should be

interesting. Anyone got popcorn? yeesh
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HI Lovestosing, thank you! I suspect they think that the globe is overpopulated and hence it is their mission to cut down the

overpopulation. But there is NEVER any excuse for murder. NONE! And speaking of California, there is a statement on the CA Bar

Association's website that to hasten death is legally, murder. There you have it. That about sums it up. The FDA is guilty for

allowing these kinds of things to be deemed "Foods". There should be massive lawsuits. WIth one in three people known to come

down with cancer during their lifetime here in the USA, it will only get worse as GMOs take over.

wisemindhealthybody.com/realfarmacy/scientist-attacked-for-proving-gmo..  The Food AND DRUG Administration is an inherent

conTict of interest! They need to be sued left and right, and I hope they will be.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yuck
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mtb1939
Joined On 9/5/2017 7:30:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The thought of eating lab made sludge is revolting.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nothing but wild game, >sh and grass fed beef for me included in my diet. Not that hard to source if you try
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds good! I'm on board!
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Legoge47
Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excuse me while I go—> barf
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Pixielou
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:19:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just don't fart - they might take you away. No farting allowed! It contributes to "global warming." LOL.
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is ingenious. The globalists and their swillmakers can be woke multiple ways at the same time. Fake meat and the sera that permit

its production are at the core of the planned replacement of standard food. The sacri>ce of the offspring of meat-producing animals will

more rapidly decrease the population of food-producing animals, and will make us more dependent and dependent sooner on what the

globalists give us. Thousands if not millions of food growers and distributors will eventually be redundant, and that is more grist for the

Great Reset. Intentional restriction of food availability will lead to targeted famine, which is crucial to the Great Replacement. Best of all,

these are animal abortions, and the blessings of Roe v. Wade and the joy of shouting (or mooing) your abortion will no longer be limited to

humans.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM
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My husband's nephew bought 20(?) acres of land about 1.5 years ago. They bought cows and are in the midst of calving season

with at least seven pregnant and had a birth yesterday. They are preparing for this "holocaust" and are preparing to maintain care

of their family.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LOOK FOR THE POSITIVE. LOOK FOR WHAT YOU DESIRE...We've had two and a half years of having our noses rubbed into the dirt

around us, the dirt we've swallowed for generations...we've learned an awful lot in a short time...as long as we haven't been

watching the MSM...Now is the time to change direction away from what we consider the dirt...each of us now has to take

responsibility for what we do; we have to take responsibility for the coercion we allow. We have to >nd and take new paths based

on ethics, co-operation and compassion if we desire a healthy change. There is a lot of help 'out there' and within...one just has to

look for it and be discerning.
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wil9373
Joined On 3/9/2016 3:12:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These fake meat people are all sick in the head! Barbaric is the perfect word. Evil scientists
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turbocelt
Joined On 12/18/2021 1:30:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

what happened to your top story: Already Jabbed???
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pra3771
Joined On 6/18/2017 12:52:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Seed oils?... yeah de>nitely another depopulation scam. That like calling oat juice, milk. A slap in the cow/goat dairy farmers face. We'll

stick w Angus. Animals are gifts from God, to provide protein. The deep state and Cabal are trying to kill us in anyway they can.
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lim4293
Joined On 5/30/2021 9:17:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I understand what the globalists are trying to do and I support organic agriculture. All chemicals should be made illegal as they have

polluted the earth, soil, air, food, water and our bodies. However, the animal agriculture industry as a whole, small or large, is cruel and

inhumane. Yet they all feed a machine of humans demanding Tesh and blood and animal "sacri>ce". Animals are raped by humans to

force them to be pregnant. The dairy cow is worn out emotionally and physically from constant pregnancies and providing milk for

humans at a rate of 5 to 10x that her calf would drink.

Half of all dairy cows have bovine tuberculosis. A cow should live to age 20, yet in the dairy industry, she lives up to 4 years (factory

farms) and up to 6 years (pastured). The male calf, and the male laying hen chicken cannot be forced to lay eggs. They are worthless

garbage to animal agriculture and are killed by the billions. This is one example of how simple dairy products or eggs involve a lot of

suffering.

Yes, humans love their Tesh and blood, I know. But there is always suffering for that to happen. I am not a fan of cultured meat, but there

must be some alternative. I do not believe for a minute that there is enough land on earth to feed 7+ Billion humans "meat". The average

American adult consumes about 260 pounds of Tesh and blood every year; thats' disgusting. And by the way, you cannot drain all the

blood from animals. Blood always remains and human eat it.

"But blood with the life thereof, ye shall not eat". While "cultured meat" is a laboratory concoction and clearly involves the suffering and

death of an animal, animal agriculture as a whole is also cruel and sel>sh. Talk about the animals you consume on a daily basis; what

about their lives?. Do you think the "pastured" animals are smiling in the slaughterhouse?. Look at the greater picture and watch

"earthlings" documentary to see, clearer. I am vegan and do not eat beyond burger or impossible burgers. Cheers
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's too bad this article can't be enlarged and shown EVERYWHERE, as it needs to be exposed to the general population, especially those

self-righteous people who think they are the only ones who got it right, who belittle the folks who still eat meat, eggs, >sh, etc. I'm so tired

of seeing all the big, colorful ads showing the 'FAKE MEAT' simply called 'plant based' everything. Nearly all the grocery ads and booklets

are promoting this 'new' way of eating healthier (cough-cough) and even most of the recipe ads are going in that direction.

I wandered into a large grocery store yesterday for a couple items and noticed a whole frozen display case with mostly these types of

'things to eat' - can't call it food. I can't count the number of times I've tried explaining to people how disgusting and unhealthy Canola Oil

is. They did a fabulous job of promoting it, just as they did margarine back in the day. I can tell when someone thinks I'm just plain dumb

and uninformed.
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bchristine
Joined On 7/1/2012 6:58:01 AM
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Well said :)
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EstherOul
Joined On 6/11/2021 5:31:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you live in the Chicago and lower Michigan area, PLEASE consider buying totally pastured meat and chickens, eggs, and raw cow and

goat milk from Family Farms Cooperative. You can sign up at familyfarmscooperative@gmail.com. These are the Amish and non-Amish

farmers whom Dr. Mercola originally contacted over 15 years ago to set up the program. If you look up "Richard Hebron raw milk," you can

read about how the Michigan government tried to shut him down, but we made such a protest and Tooded their phones with so many

messages that the government now allows buying programs such as Richard's to stay in business. You pay an annual herd share fee, so

you own part of the herd, then you get the milk from your own cow for free, which is legal.

Instead, you pay a certain fee per gallon for buying hay and taking care of your herd. A lawyer set the program up. There are monthly

pickup locations throughout the Chicago and Detroit areas. The gas prices are hurting their business, so we need to support them! My

daughter was below the 5th percentile for weight at age 5 and was diagnosed with a milk allergy, but when she started drinking Richard's

milk 14 years ago, she shot up, her health improved, no more allergy, and now at age 20, she is 5-feet-11 and still drinks his milk when

she's home from college.
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maui_paulyahoo.com
Joined On 8/13/2020 8:03:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a vegan physician (32) years I have known for many reasons that "cultured" meat was fake phoney and fraudulent. The rather graphic

aborted calf serum harvesting are telling though fail to quantify the issue as a reduction in suffering might be suggested. How about just

stop the killing period? The question is how much needless suffering is ok? The answer rather obvious...
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Sad to see the misleading information on plant based meat products in this article. The paranoid basis claim that this is "nothing more

than a Timsy veneer to cover the truth, which is that the shift to patented foods is all about creating population control through

dependency." There has been incredible medical research on the bene>ts of plant based diets in the past 15 years. Meat and Dairy based

diets have been clearly shown to be a major contributor to all the top diseases... This article is for the closed minded , just like the articles

in the 50's and 60's that supported smoking tobacco before the real harmful health impacts became known. The scienti>c medical

research based handwriting is on the wall that plant based diets is the future path to wellness... animal and dairy based diets are harmful

to our health...
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God has proclaimed "My people perish for lack of knowledge". Yes, they do and are perishing. We need to get the truth out as much and

quickly as possible. If it is ignored, it up to God alone to sort them out.
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Beverlyann
Joined On 10/30/2007 1:48:19 PM
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I thought "Soylent Green" Meat was disgusting. I'd rather have Solent Green anyday instead of this lab meat. Also, remember in the movie

Soylent Green, the elite ate steak and the only thing that was green in that movie was in the wallets of the globalist. See the movie here

for free if you like. The movie is pertinent but not that great: archive.org/.../soylent-green-1973_20210310 . Someone mentioned here

about human's eating roaches. A great movie to see is "Snowpiercer" where the proletariats only ate roaches for 10 years. It was like a

green roach jello square.
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And the movie was set in the current year, 2022.
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Karenkroll
Joined On 11/2/2009 5:57:25 PM
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That was made from people. That is gross and cannibalism.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Brian - I didn't realize that! 2022? Wow! Gates is right on target!

Karen - cannibalism is the best way to get the complete amino acid chain - but ya, NO, I don't want either - would rather eat dirt :(
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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I SO remember that movie! My >ance at the time took me and I wanted, to kick him in the butt for years! I felt like a needed a

shower! But YES, and its true with this "grown" cr*p. Does ANYONE think that any of these elite bags of >lth are going to eat this

garbage?? Really! Do you think that? That while they are on their 500 foot yachts, or Grumman G-V private aircraft, they are being

served "grown" pink sludge! C'mon - get real. Just like in Soylent green - while the peasants are dining on re-cycled PEOPLE, or

cockroach surprise, they will be eating the >nest >let Mignon, and drinking >ne aged wine made from the >nest non GMO grapes....

 and calling the rest of humanity, suckers.  Puh-leeeze
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM
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What utter madness, the people pushing this are Mad scientists. They must be sick in the head. Makes absolutely no sense to me.
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Pixielou
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:19:06 AM
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It's all about control. David Rockefeller said decades ago something like, "we have everything in place and there's nothing you can

do about it." I fear he is right. They will not stop until they have us under total control.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM
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I thought the great 'plan' was to reduce the world population to a 'sustainable' 500m.... What inane rubbish these people hand us.
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Between 500m to1b now - according to the 2030 agenda.
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dnuzzo
Joined On 1/16/2013 11:22:14 AM
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Where did u see that updated >gure? 500-1b?
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Rosebud10000
Joined On 12/12/2016 1:59:16 AM
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Never has the old maxim " you are what you eat" been more true. Sadly those stupid enough to let this vile stuff past their lips are

doomed. If people don't have their ears, eyes and minds open, well, what can I say. The same thing applies to our land - based relatives

through the aeons. If some idiot were to ignore age old wisdom and declare a root known to be toxic as "safe", well their partucular genes

would not be around long. Same for avoiding snakes and lions etc. You won't >nd many stupid children among the surviving San people in

the Kalahari.
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Mihaela4
Joined On 2/20/2022 6:37:10 AM
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How to successfully stop this attack against as ,it’s there some strong big organization that works for defending as from criminals???
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kathleen528
Joined On 3/6/2022 8:26:39 AM
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All this talk. But what can be done to stop this? Did I miss the plan to put a halt to this? Normal people do not want this.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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You, I and everyone else can stop or at the very least severely delay it. Exposing this fraud and harm to everyone you can will

prevent people from falling into their trap. People will then vote with their wallet and choose food from nature and not a laboratory.

They may be well funded, but they can't lose money forever. In my area, Kroger is heavily pushing this frankenfood but it is always

marked down because it is not selling as well as real food. If more people knew the gory details, even less will buy it. It is up to us

to get the word out. The good doctor has done his part in exposing the fraud, now it is we who must carry the torch.
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Pixielou
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that's why they have groups hating each other - as long as we hate each other we will not join together to defeat them. That is the

one thing they fear - us uniting against them.
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SUESUE1
Joined On 9/25/2009 11:24:21 PM
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LISTEN UP: THE FDA CONDONES FETAL CELLS  AS ANIMAL TISSUE ELIGABLE FOR EXPERIMENTATION AND CONSUMPTION AS

ADDITIONAL 'NATURAL FLAVORS' TO YOUR  FAKE MEAT. ...  AS A CANNIBAL ENJOY BUT IF YOU ARE REALLY HUMAN TAKE BACK YOUR

COUNTRY AND PURGE THE MONSTERS NOW !!
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ls.5660
Joined On 7/5/2017 9:05:31 AM
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Hello, I have been attempting to >nd out what the DV is for protein, as it is referred to in this article. While I have been able to >nd both the

old and new DV for many substances, protein is not listed as a DV, either as an older DV or a new DV. Would you please reply with a link to

the DV for protein and link to how the DV for protein is calculated. Best, Colby
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lindael.2
Joined On 2/22/2010 10:42:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the Bible we are instructed not to drink the blood of animals. I believe this process might raise some questions for Christians. The

Bible also has instruction as far as killing the mother and the calf on the same day. I have not looked into this but I suggest that this could

raise questions for Christians.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, I remember one of the Levitical laws something like, "Don't boil a calf in its mother's milk on the same day?" Something like

that.
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Is this the reference you were thinking of ?  www.bibletools.org/index.cfm/fuseaction/Topical.show/RTD/CGG/ID/9313/B..
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Raythe4th
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I’m sure those satanic bastards would have killed off the majority of humanity already if viruses did exist the way they portray them. The

last time I checked, Germ theory was STILL just a theory! We’ve been Watching an entire pharmaceutical and vaccine industry spring up

over the past 100 years all based on obvious frauds like Louis Pasteur. The false Tag events were going on back in his day, all in an effort

to destroy family traditions in favor of Science. Problem is, the science wasn’t legit, and it didn’t matter. It was used to push an agenda.

For thousands of years people consumed raw milk without issue, and then along came Louis Pasteur as a talking mouth piece for the

elite.

Roll out the Hegelian dialectmove cows to the city, start feeding them spent grain from breweries, and then push that Germ theory agenda

by getting people sick from drinking that toxic milk. All so they could introduce the solution they desired all along. Pasteurization, and

new regulations. The real purpose was to destroy a living food, and render it lifeless aka nutrient dead. This was an attack on the food

supply. Can’t have healthy people drinking natural substances like milk! Gotta push Coke onto the population. Get them to smoke

cigarettes, and drink alcohol. Then they moved on to getting Crisco into homes nationwide.

Fooled the public into using Crisco and margarine over real butter and tallow. Never ending fraud and deception until you Flash forward to

today, and they have totally corrupted the entire food supply with toxic crap. Can’t sit down at ihop and actually get real Maple syrup with

your pancakes. But they have 15 different Tavors of fake syrup all made from GMO High fructose corn sweetened syrups. And forget

about getting real butter on anythingbut you can get “ I can’t believe it’s not butter“ on your toast! They’ve been working just as hard at

poisoning the air and water too.
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Cont With no history, we can’t see whats becoming of us, or compare this generation to previous ones. The government has been

subsidizing corn, wheat and soybeans for years, ever wonder why those 3? I’ll give you a hint- they’re all Monsanto/Bayer GMO

crops. How could people possibly trust their government when they have a long history of using corporations to pollute and

destroy us. People are stupid, and neither our governments, or these corporations can be trusted. I’m pissed off now even thinking

about all of the corruption. Sorry for rambling. Here’s a Youtube link that pretty much sums up how I feel

https://youtu.be/ZzVziB-e_eg  It’s called - TELEVISION WATCHING NEWS BELIEVERS
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Don't like it? Then be the change you desire....Where attention goes, Energy Tows.
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There is nothing hidden that won’t be revealed. This life isn’t about >xing anything per say, it’s about witnessing what’s going on,

and then choosing which side you will follow and serve. You can’t make change until you pick a side. Everyone sitting on the fence

will end up on one side or the other eventually. Jesus vs. Lucifer. We already know who wins in the end. I’ve already picked Jesus,

and I am working to bring awareness to everyone that has ears to hear. I post on Mercola because I have the freedom here to quote

God’s Word and reveal truth to people without being censored. Everything going on right now is leading up to global governance,

and the mark that will be enforced upon all of humanity.

The Bible shows us in Revelation 14, that all people who take this mark will perish for eternity. I use our past history to merely point

out what’s been going on for hundreds of years. The Agenda to separate us from God, and make us unredeemable! Many people

reject this kind of talk because they perceive it as controlling men through Religion. That’s not what I’m doing here. I am NOT

religious, and not trying to convert anyone to any religion. I personally found God by picking up a KJV Bible and reading it. Never

needed a religion or a teacher/preacher.all of those things aren’t necessary for Salvation. The eyes of The Lord run to and fro on

the earth, and He can see who’s searching and who doesn’t care.

He came and found me after I put the time into opening His Word. That’s what I want more than anything. Jesus is God, and very

real, and He does reveal Himself to those who seek Him. He wants us to cry out to Him, but He won’t force Himself on anyone.

Everyone wants to live eternally. Jesus claims to be the giver of Life eternal, and offers that Gift freely for those who accept it. The

Luciferians are trying to achieve it through the mixing of iron and clay. They’ll be somewhat successful (but doom themselves to

Hell in the process) it’s all in the Bible
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Hi Ray, a surprising article to >nd today, see what you think! - - "Supreme Court rejects Bayer bid to stop Roundup lawsuits" -  -

www.marketwatch.com/story/supreme-court-rejects-bayer-bid-to-stop-roun..  - -
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My dad had 2 heart attacks in the late 50s and early 60s. Doctor's orders? Fry everything in Mazola Corn Oil!!! Mom always had 2

bottles on hand. Sickening.
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Killing animals is ugly and wrong. I have seen it, close-up, throughout the >rst 16 years of my life and helped out (though in a small way).

Whether it's done one animal at a time, as on our small farm, or in a small or large killing plant, it is repulsive. So is hunting. I have seen

the results of incompetent hunters.  Meat is high in certain nutrients, yet contains substances that need to be detoxi>ed, thereby

stressing your organs.  Plants are lower in these nutrients, generally, but their overall negative effects on your body are much smaller. So

make your choice. If you want to be a vegetarian, yes, you have to study it, so that you get all your nutrients. Let me say that we are a

rapidly degenerating population, and we can no longer heal ourselves through diet alone, as was more likely in the past - whether our

problems are basically from insutcient nutrition or excessive toxic matter.
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lim4293
Joined On 5/30/2021 9:17:29 PM
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Thank you for your honest perspective. The breeding of ALL 70 Billion animals to be killed for human needs is cruel and sel>sh. I

support organic agriculture but there are too many excuses made for humans continuing to eat the dead. If given a choice, no

animal would say yes to being slaughtered for a humans meal. We humans would not like to be the meals for the Reptilian race

either; think about that one!. cheers.
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@lim4293. Many thanks for your comments. Changes in diet must not be forced on people. We have to do the right thing (stop the

killing of animals for food) for the right reason (benevolence & mercy). If millions of people resort to horrid fake meats such as

what is described above, but still retain bitterness in their hearts over being "deprived" of meat, then nothing substantial or truly

meaningful has been achieved. They'll just go back to meat some day.
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I am a member of PETA. People Eating Tasty Animals.
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cha85932
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There are too many people chasing fewer resources causing too much strife . It has to become socially acceptable to not have children to

save the world. Is it not ridiculous that trouble in one country can affect the whole world's food supply?
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DebbyW
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As people become more educated and food secure, families tend to become smaller. It's not a matter of too many people, it's a

matter of growing food that >ts the environment of where those people live. Our government has stepped into other countries to

"help" and have only made matters worse by providing altered seeds and fertilizers that kill production. Hmm. Sounds like that

population control thing again. For most of history, people provided foods within a community. We didn't rely on food from around

the world. The "secret" leaders of the world now have too much control of our ability to feed our families.
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@char85932 Statements such as this are exactly what the elite claim, all based on lies. Anyone who thinks this way is a danger to

humanity and is pure evil whether they realize it or not. The problem is wickedness, not overpopulation. The attack of the family, is

anti-Christ philosophy as God ordained the family unit for a reason, and people like the Rockefeller’s have been trying to destroy it

for awhile. The entire women’s liberation movement is a perfect example. Before women were in the work force, they could only tax

half the population, and now that things have changed, they not only have increased their taxation, but all of the working parents

are letting their children grow up in daycares and public indoctrination centers aka schoolsweakening the family unit and allowing

the government to control what these children are being taught.

If you think this was just coincidence, I can prove otherwise, but you’ll actually have to watch the link I provide to see the truth for

yourself. m.youtube.com/watch  Aaron Russo claims to be a friend of Nick Rockefeller and reveals many things this man has said

to him over the years. See for yourself.
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Time to change the con>guration??
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But the strife is being created by the global elite in order to expand their own power and wealth. The earth has enough resources

for everyone but the evil ones place that fear in you to think there will not be enough. Read the jesuit oath, look it up. You will see

right in their oath that they intend to cause strife and they do.
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mrrobb
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5G now in operation in Canada...>>> "Nanaimo is the >rst city in Canada to receive Rogers Communications’ new 3500 MHz 5G cellular

system as the company begins deploying its new high-speed service. Rogers announced, in a press release, the high-speed service went
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system as the company begins deploying its new high-speed service. Rogers announced, in a press release, the high-speed service went

live Wednesday, June 15, and the company will continue switching on the service across Canada, including Vancouver and other urban

centres as well as multiple rural areas. “Today’s deployment builds on our foundational 5G investment in low-band 600 MHz spectrum, so

we can usher in a new era of mobile and >xed wireless broadband that will create jobs, fuel innovation and keep our economy

competitive,” said Tony Stateri, Rogers Communications president and CEO, in the release....

The company says its 3500 MHz spectrum will provide increased capacity and more reliable services for customers with wireless home

internet, and will bene>t operations for commercial enterprises, universities, and public-sector customers operating private wireless

networks." www.nanaimobulletin.com/business/nanaimo->rst-canadian-city-to-connec..  Nanaimo will soon have p-eople dropping dead

from RF Poisoning....and the LIAR Medical scammers will diagnose there RF Poisoned People with Covid or monkey pox of some stupid

invented 'Disease' that thye "Just Happen to have a Vaccine to prevent.." or cure .....more pills and Jabs to save you from some invented

"illness" ,,,,
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Gobble down that red pill Nanaimo..LOL......
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I have been using canola oil on the fence post i bury in the ground......I have a few posts that I have dug up that I soaked in canola

oil a few years ago............interesting to see they have no rot...no insect damage and appear to be in new new condition.. Now 9

years ago I put up a fence made from 3/8 " plywood...I mixed in one litre of black walnut stain with 15 litres of canola oil and using

a paint roller heavily coated the plywood with the mixture....its been in the rain and sun and weather for 9 years..plain untreated

plywood....and this fence is still up and looks good.....no insects damage and no rot...Hummm....and people eat this stuff????

 Sorry......but just from my own experience I am NOT interested in eating this.....ahhhhh.. NOT!!!!!!!!  if you eat at any fastfood place

your eating Canola oil....OH...if you have an ant hill ya need to get rid of...just a few glubs of canola oil will kill it off....funny how

canola oil kills insects.....maybe its killing YOU ????
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I'm changing the date - "In the year 2023, if man is still alive, if woman can survive, you may >nd.... that in the year 2024, won't know the

truth, from the lies Everything you think, do, and say Is in the shot you took today....... Zager and Evans missed the date by a few years.
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Well I usually agree with everything but I am a vegan there is no way to humanely kill any animal for meat. Although I would never eat

meat even grown with the cells from the animals it would be a much more humane way to get meat for those who can’t seem to live

without it. It would probably be a better quality with less contaminants like antibiotics, fecal matter, cancer and all the hormones that the

poor animals are getting before slaughter. Beyond Meat uses expressed canola oil which also has health bene>ts. It is great for those

who want a meat alternative. 0 cholesterol non gmo and delicious! Field Roast makes amazing meat alternatives as well. I don’t believe

we need to use animals anymore for food.
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I love my meat and don't intend on switching to the fake stuff.
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Every one should have free choice as to what they put into their bodies
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Karenkroll, while I do honestly appreciate your concern about the deep suffering to animals being slaughtered (There is no doubt

about it), there are problems with what you are saying. Please read Stephanie SEneff PhD's book Toxic Legacy. There, she writes

about glyphosate being sprayed on non-GMO legumes and grains, to dessicate them prior to harvest and cut back on costs. She

also wrote that one billion bees died in one winter alone due to glyphosate sprayed on almond orchards. Further, on the other side

of the story, Jeffrey Smith with the Institute for Responsible Technology wrote about a study of bees fed ONE single meal of GMO's

that had Not been sprayed with glyphosate: After One!

Single meal of this, the bees showed 10% alteration in their genetic expression! That's a powerful statement. We must eat all

organic. As for canola oil, see what Dr Mercola has to say. A source of pro-inTammatory Omega 6 oils, it underlies inTammation

and yes, cancer development. I know that I was eating canola oil in products I baked, and felt awful until I stopped. I was honestly

feeling the effects, and this was before I read Dr Mercola's articles, so it was not psychosomatic. Again I appreciate your concerns.

GMO and glyphosate are NOT the way to go!
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canola oil is one of the most toxic substances you can consume....there is no such thing as 'organic' or healthy canola oil....can you

say "heart lesions?".....
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When I was a vegetarian, I decided that if I wasn't going to eat meat that meant any meat - even fake me.  There's such an amazing

world of food out there - and it's currently looking better and better!
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without animals there would be no food. How do you think land gets fertilized (in a natural sense without petroleum products).

Read Joel Salatin's book, "Folks, This Ain't Normal!" He raises all his animals completely naturally. And there have been more than a

few who decided to give up vegan/vegetarianism after touring his farm and reading his books. His farm is Poly-Face Farm. If you

want to be vegetarianism as a choice, that is >ne. Maybe you don't like meat. But without complete proteins on a regular basis,

your body suffers.

You will be behind the 8 ball all the time if you don't get your essential amino acids in a timely manner. Furthermore, owning a

cabin an incredibly rural area immediately illustrates the need for selective killing of animals. Too many bear and they become a

danger and a nuisance to humans. Too many deer and people are getting killed when they suddenly dash across the road and you

don't even see them. So if you have to cull, why not eat them?
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Canola oil and soybean oil are pure garbage, even organic. The cows I eat from my local rancher are treated like pets and

humanely processed. No frankenfood for me. Ever.c
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@Karenkroll. I don't know how you could consider the fake meat to be humanely produced. Dr. Mercola explained why it is not.

Otherwise, I support what you say about meat alternatives. It is too bad that we don't have more info on all animal slaughter,

including that of supposedly humane farms. I've seen it, I've been there. Over and over. Forget it, everybody, it's bad.
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Canola oil has absolutely NO health bene>ts and only promotes disease. I see you joined Dr. M's site in 2009, so I am surprised you

are not aware of this.
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You don't know what you are talking about! God wants us to!  That's why we have animals for food!
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I disagree that lab grown meat is a bad thing. Slaughter free meat coming from cells from organically raised animals. Future meat

technologies made chicken breast for $1.70 and don’t use fetal bovine serum. Just different animal cells. The problem is monopolies on

food production. But lab grown meat is a humane thing.
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It sounds like you may not have studied the health impacts of GMOs. There is no value judgment in that, but to post without having

done so may be a well-meant mistake. Regrettably, the impacts from GMOs are deeply serious. Start with this French government

study and note that the study was discredited by special interests with a bias/a stake to hold, only to make a comeback again later!

Prepare your eyes for a serious shock, but the truth must be known.

wisemindhealthybody.com/realfarmacy/scientist-attacked-for-proving-gmo..
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The problem as I see it is WHO is growing the meat? What is in the DNA of that "grown product"???? It is not the baseline

technology. Do you trust "them" after what they have shamelessly done? Do you trust the mad horror skin-walker who stalks the

earth under the name of Herr Klaus Shwabb?? Do you take the word of the FDA (or any/all of the other fed agencies) now that

it/they are as bought out as in Mike Judges seminal DOCUMENTARY "Idiocracy"? I for one do not. They use "science" as a weapon,

perverting the very concept. Conceptually the technology has merit.

It could solve many problems and eliminate cruelty. So much of what humans have done COULD have been used to advance the

species. It can start with the best of intentions. Humanists are generally crushed (an example would be Dr. Nikola Tesla).... But

what happens? The "Internet" is a case in point. It could have been used to create harmony, and bring people together. But it has

been turned against the human population for the bene>t of a few greedy megalomaniac freaks with unlimited money and WAY too

much power. In practice? It (like all human endeavors) is subject to human greed, avarice, power elite manipulation, and general

species insanity.

Theoretically it could be grown in what is essentially a 3-D printer in everyone's home. or with future advancements, the Star Trek

Next Generation - Replicator (Earl Gray, hot) - a highly advance 3-D printer. Can humans at this point in time be TRUSTED with this

technology and cellular manipulation? Not until humans grow to become truly human, and ALL have empathy for each other, the

love of the holy Lord Jesus Tows within them, and the greed and >lth of the power elite has been eradicated. As the old saying

goes "the road to hell is paved with good intentions". God Bless.
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Anytime man tries to improve on God's design, it is a failure and often harmful. If man manufactures anything, I will not eat it! All

man's wisdom is folly.
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